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HCMCTOPy THEORT

INTRODUCTlOlf

The tern «*Homoto: y" was first introduced by Dehn-Heegaard

0-»P.39}. The theory of hcmotopy is an excellent vehicle for

introducing a new train of ideas concerning the fundamental

group and algebraic topology.

The approach to algebraic topology via topology is fc\xnd

in the strongly geometric flavor of the theory of homotopic

mappings. Roughly speaking, two mappings are homotopic in a

given space if one can be "deformed" continuously into the

other.

The so-called fundamental group is a concept introduced

tjy the French mathematician Jules Henri Poincare (185^1912).

Therefore the fundamental group is frequently referred to as

the Polncaro group. This group plays an important role in

the theory of fimcticns. This fundamental group is also referred

to as the first homotopy group.

Consider, for example, the case of simple arcs or paths

in a topological space Y. By a path is meant the i'nage of

a ccntirruous mapping f « I -=-Y where I is the space of real

numbers t such that Oit:il, together with the usual tonclogy

determined by the metric dCx^jXg^ "
1 3^1 - 3C2(

.

If «^ and p are two simple arcs with common initial and

terminal points, then ^ is said to be honctoplc to ^ if it can

be "deformed" continuously into 6 » As the Figure 1 below

indicates, there may be a set of arcs beginning at x^ and
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ending at jr^ in a tcpclcsical space. Some of these arcs are

indicated by the dotted lines which indicate the various

stages of the deformetion. Intuitively, an arc varies continuously

from on© position to another since deforiaaticn is continuous*

In this manner, one may arrive at the mathematical definition

of hcmctopy of simple arcs with common end points.

HC-»^IC1X)PIC HELATICNS AND PHCPERTIES

Definition \\ Let X and Y be any two topological spaces,

and let f and g be two continuous mappings of X into Y, Then

f and g are said to be honotopic if there is a continuous

mapping h of X x I into Y such that h(x,0)=: f (:?:), pjid h(x,l)=g(x)

for all xe X where I is the dosed unit interval and X x I

denotes the Cartisian product of X and I.

Whenever one h- s two continuous mappinj;s f and g of a

space X into a space Y which are homotcoic, the symbol »f'vg»*

denotes that these continuous mappings are homotoplc.

If AeX, ft A->Y, and Ft X-*Y such that for each x^A,

f(x)«F(x), then F is called an extension of f to X and f is

called the restriction of F to A, The reatriction of F to A



may be denoted by F/A Csee 2, p. 293.

Cne could state an equivalent definition. That is to say,

two mappings f and g of a space X into a space Y are hcmotopic

if there exists a continuous mapping ht X x I-^Y such that

h/X x-{o\ = t and h/X x ^ 1^^ -= g. The mapping h is called a

horaotopy between f and g, and one calls the product space

X X I the homotcpy cylinder.

Definition £: Let Y be a topological space. A continuous

mapping fi|^0,l]-^Y is called a path in Y. The path f is

said to ccnnect or join the point f(C) to the point f(l).

The point f(0) is called the initial point, the point f(l)

is called the terminal point of the path f, and f[0,l3 is

called the curve in T*

Example: Let A be an annulus, that is, A is the collection

of points in the plane satisfying a^ ^ x^+ y2 i b^ with < a ^ b.

l-r<jv<-h? 2.
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Let f and g be two paths as IndicGted in Figure 2 joining

two fixed points x and y in A, The paths f and g cannot be

deformed into each other because of the "hole" determined by

x2-)-72^a2^ Ti^e shaded part denotes the hole,

Froia the above example one intuitively sees that the

paths f and g joining the fixed points x and y cannot be

defornod into each other continuously without using points

not in the annulus. One needs to introduce the meaning of

arcwise connectedness of spaces before further descriptions

about homotopy.

Definition ^: A topological space Y is said to be arcwise

connected if, for each pair of points y^^, y2^^i there is an

arc f contained in Y connecting y^^ to 72*

Since the meaning of an arcwise connected topological space

has been introduced, the following definition ccncerning

homctopy may be given.

Definition ht Let f and g be two continuous mappings of

the unit interval I into an nrc\d.se connected space Y such

that f(0) =g(0) =x and f(l)=rg(l) - y. Then f and g are said

to be homotopic with the fixed end points x and y if there

exists a continuous mapping

hs I X I-*Y such that

(1) h(s,0)-f(s),

h(3,l) = g(s) for all 3^1,

(2) h(C,t)-=x,

h(l,t)^y for all t^I.
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In particmlar, if the pciht x coincides vith the point y, then

one is led to the following definition.

Definition 5: Let f end g be two pr ths iii a topological

apace Y both beginning and ending at tho same point 7 of Y.

Then f and g are said to be homotoplc with respect to the

fixed point y if there exists a continuous mapping ht I s I-^T

such that

ilft»0) = f(s),

h(s,l) = g(s) for all s&I,

h{0,t) = h(l,t)=y for all tel.

In the above definition, one has a closed curve defined

on a topological space Y with respect to the fixed point y*

Intuitively, if It Is possible to shrink the curve ccntiiiuously

to the point y in t]ie space Y, one arrives at the following

definition,

,Definj,t;L9,^i ^: A closed path f in a topological space Y

starting and ending at a fixed point y will be said to be

shrinkable to y, or to be homotoplc to a constant with respect

to the base-point y, If f is homotoplc to the constant nap

e: I-»Y defined by e(s)^ y for all s ti,

Dlagrainatically, one may visualize the mapping h: I x I^T
being constructed In such a way that ^ust restricting the

lower side t-0 In a unit square as Indicative in Figure 3

below, one would have the pEtii f(s)=h(s,0) alone while the

other tl-iree sides of the unit square I^ are mapped into the

fixed point y.
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One nisht esk as to what happens if lines are drewn

parallel to t^O in the unit square, aad what tircuLd their

mappings be like then'^ The following Figure ^ will indicate

the specific mappings.

^

\/^o-p^ a<*t, 1^

The figures indicate the mappings fo(s), fiCs), f2(s), and



f (s) corresponding tc the horisont^ lines L^, I^j "^^j and

L^ respectively. It is ir.tuitively clear th«t the mappings

f^ (1^0,1,2,3) are shrinidlng vrtth resTJCct tc the fixed point

y in the tcpolcglCRl 3:ace Y, Since the basic notions e.bout

homctopv with respect to a bnse-point y have been introduced,

the idea of the equivalence classes is introdviced. The most

significant feature of an equivalence relation Is that it

divides ft set into imituslly exclusive subsets. These subsets

t»9 called equivalence classes.

Definition 2« J^<5t R be an equivalence relation defined

on a set S> aad let a e 3. The subset S consisting of all

il«tt«nt3 X 3 such that aRx is called the equivalence class of

a and is denoted by [aj»

Theorem 1? Let H be an equivalence relation 6MmA on

a set 3; then the equivalence classes constitute a deeoapositton

of 9 into disjoint subsets*

Proof: For every a S, it is true that a &(&]* Thus, the

equivalence class is non-empty, and S is the union of all

these equivalence classes.

How, it remains to show that two equivalence classes are

either disjoint or identical. Assume [ajotbj^tcj? , Suppose

X t [a] A [b]. This implies that x t [ajand x t (bj. Suppose

fctCa]} then aRm holds. Then mRa and aHx liaplles mUsc holds.

Since xRh and roRx hold, thojQ nHb holds and m c-fbj. Hence

[ajc[bj. Similarly it may be shown that [bjc[aj. Then

[a]c[bj and [bjc[aj implies [a] ^{h}*



Theorem 2* The hoim^topy tg"} atlon between raappings of a

T
apace I intc a space Y la an equivalence rQlaticn en Y*, where

T
the function space D? P.30] Y* is the collection of all

continuous napplrigs of a space I into b. space Y»

Proof* To prove that the hoiactopy rolstion is an

equivalence relationi it suffices to shovf the following

i

(1) f^f for everjr f c-Y^ (reflexive law)

(2) f^g irrplies g^f where f,g fe-Y"^ (symmetric law)

(3) f'^E find g -^k implies f ^k for f, g, k tY'^ (transitive

t
Let f ba any dapDing in the function space Y , Define

hj X X I-^Y by h(x,t)-f(s), (0 * t ^1). Since f ^Y^ whore

Y* is a ccllection of all continucus mappings, it is obvious

that h is ccntinucus, and that h(3E:,0) =^ f (x) «h(X|l) for all

x&X* This establishos the reflexive law.

If f N^g, by definition, there is a hciaotcpy h: X x I->Y

such that h(x,0) = f(x), and h(x,l)=g(x) for all xeX.

Define h« (x,t) = h(x,l-t), Then| h«(x,t) is continnotts,

and h»(x,0)=h(x,l-0) =h(x,l) -g(x), and h«(x,l) = h(x,l-.l)

h(x,Q)-f(x). Thus g^f. This establishes the symmetric law,

: if f^s and gtok where f, g, ktY^, then there are hoiaotopies

bjt ai:d h^, with

h3^(x,0) ^f(x), hx(x,l)-g(x)

h2(x,0)-g(x), h2(x,l) = k(x).

Define a iioiaotcpy h between f and k by setting

h(x,t)='hi(x,2t), (O^t^i)

h(x,t) =h2(i:,2t-l), (i^t^l).



The intervals cf t for hj^ and h- are closed. When t =^i

h(x,i) = h^(x, 2 X (i))-h;j^(x,l)=g(x), while

h(x,i)=h2(x, 2 x(^-l))-h2(x,0) =g(x).

IWierefcre h is well-dsflned and ig ccntinnows on X x I.

Moreover,

h(x,0)-h3^(x,0) -f(x)<

h(x,l)=h2(x, 2-1) = h2,(x,l)-k(x).

Therefore f k. The proof is complete.

Definition 8_: The equivalence clasr>es of paths based on

y Y corresponding tc the relation of homotopy with respect

to the base-point y will be called tiie homotopy class of

paths on Y with respect tc the base-point y*.

In studying the theory of homotopy, one may cone across a

case vhere the curve traced out hy f does enclose seme "hole'*

or '*hole<3" in the space Y. In order tc clarify this notion

the property cf a space being sir^ply connected must be considered.

Definition ^t A topological sppce Y is said tc be simply

connected if at each point y6Y there is only one hcrcotopy

class of closed paths.

It is cbvicv.s that for simply connected spaces, any closed

path at y is horcctoplc to the constant path at y.

Definition 10 t A tcoclosiccl space Y is said to be locally

connected at a point y<iY if each nels'hborhood If of y contains

a connected neighborhood M of y, A topological space Y is

said tc be locnlly connected if it is locally connected at

each of its points.
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The Italian metheaaticlan and Icgician Giuseppe Peano -^

(1858-1932) presented in 1890 a space-filling curve. Many

constructions of such "Pennc ciirves" h^iv© auoeared since.

Peflnitirn li t A Peanc space or a Peano ccntinuun is a

oofflpact, connected, end local ccnn©ct«?d metric space,

Peflniticn 12* ^ subset C of a space S is called a

component of S provided that C Is connected but is not a

proper subset of another connected set In the same space S,

Theorem ^s The homotopy clasaes of Y^ are precisely the

ercwirje-connocted comT>onents of Y^» ,

Proofs The proof is quite simple. If f^g. then the

hoEiotcpy h(::,t) between f and g yields a napping G: I-^Y^ by

0(t)= f4.(x)-=h(x,t). Then G(I) is a Peano continuum. Thus,

it contains an arc between f and g,

. . Conversely, the arc cf the mappings between f and g yielfiS

a homotopy G(t) =f^(rc) ~h(x,t) between the two ecntinuous

iMppings f and g.

The following theotTiH is a very Interesting pjnd Ispcrtnat .

one discovered by Bcr^jk, the elegcnt proof being done by

Dovker. This thecrem assccietes hcmctopy and the extension of

mappings.

Thecren hi Let A be a closed subset of a separable netric

space M. Let f * and g* be hoiriotoplo mappings of A into the

n-sphere 3^. Suppose there exists an erbenslon f of f • to all

bf M. Then there w1.ll also exist an extension g of g* to all

of M. The e:Ttenslon f and g way be so chosen that f and g
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are homotopic.

Proof* Let h*:Arrl-^obes. given homotopy "betwoon f*

and g»» and let f be the given e^ctonnion of f* to ell of M«

Let S be the set In the Cartisian product M x I *iVen 'oy

E(A x I) = (M X 0), Clearly E ia a closed subset of M x 1»

How define the mapping P: S-*S^^ given by E sitch that

P(x,o)-f(x) Vx^M ., ..y .-'l

F(x,t) = h»(:^,t) \/x<^A, and 06t^l, ' ^

Since h' (x,0) =f» (x) =f(x), f^^^^A, the napping F is

vcll-defined and cci^tinucus, ' • • ' -
.

A thecrer. in tcpclcgy C^, p.65} states that there is

an open set X in M x I such that X contains t and such that F

can be e^rtendcd to a cappinr F* on X. There is an open set

Y in K such that Y ccntains A BI1& such thst Y x I lies in X,

Thus the mapping F is defined on (Y x I) 1/ <H x 0).

Since Y contains A, therefore, P can be applied to give

a mapping G(x,t) -.fhich agrees with F» on the set (A x I) U (H x 0),

Let sCx) be G(x,l)5 then it will give the desired extensicn of g'.

HDMOTOPY PATHS

Before investigating the ideas connected with the fundamental

group, one needs to pave the road for a new train of Ide^.s

about the Poincare group by introducing more background

concerning paths.

Definition aa« If ^ s I-^Y and /^ i I-^Y are twc paths, snd

if o{ii)^ /6(0), so that the end of a^ coincides with the

beginning of A , then the product path c^^ of the paths is
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defined to be the po.th ^ j I ^Y where

Intiiit5.vely, o((l can be thought of es the path c{ followed

by the path
ft

• The path
jf

defined in this manner is continuoxis,

Tl^eoreiii ^t If a topological space " is the union of twe

closed subsets A and B, and if f: A-*T sixA gf B-^T are continuous

mappinss of A and B respectivolv into a space T such that

f(x)-g<:0| Vxt-A^B, then the transfomaticn ht S T defined

by h(x)* f(x) If xtA, and h(x)=g(x) if xfcB, is ccntlnuous#

Procf: Let Xc^S. Define J^-=S(]A and Xg^XnB, Then

X = X-^\JX^, and so h(X) ^ hCX^) U hC^.

Since ^f^2 "^1 ^^2 ^^^ X"=Xi U Xg, tiiea h(D = h<^) U h(X^)

.

Since X^^- X A A, than X^^- Xn A,

• Let xeX-XnA, Then every open set containing x contains

fit point of X/IA, and therefore of A, and hence xeA, '^ince

A is closed, xfcA, Since Xj^*^ A, hCX^^) == f(^), SirailArly

"^cB, sc thai h(X^)-g(X^). A mep ki T^^Tg is continuoi:s

if and only if for every subset XcTj^, k(X)cik(X),

Now, f(^) cif (X^^) and g(X^)c.2Txp, Therffore, h(X)==

h(^) \J h Cxp cfT^U glX^) ^ h^) [J h(X^) , and hC^) UTi(X^=-

h(X3_) U hCXa) = MX) , Therefore h(X)ch(X) end h is continuous.

Defiidticn jJi: A p?:th o( J I-*T for w!ilcho((I) is e

single elemerjt of T is called a null path.

As it has been menticnod before, a path o( is said to "be

closed if its end coincides with its beginning} i.e., if
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/\.: ^(0) = 0^(1), then A is a closed pfth.

New, let one be reminded of the EieaXiing of tl:e inverse

path again before tlie next thecrem is introduced. The inverse

path f^^ of a given patli is defined to be the path given by

f-l(t) = f(l-t), where O^t^l, Fop ejcaraple, o(o("' »nd<-^o{
- )

i

&re closed paths,

JE^aSUaSB ^« ^^ ^> e» ^% k' ^^^ paths in Y such that f^f*

«nd giigS and if fg exists, then f'g* e:xlsts end fg f»g'»

Proof: First of all, let the existence of f*g» be shiowE.

Since fg is defined, f(l) = g(0). Since f^f» and g^g',

f(l)-f»(l) and g(0)=g»(0)* Therefore f»(l)=g»(0) and

f'g* exists.

Since f ^f, there exists a ccntlnuous laepping Ft I x I-^Y

such that F(2:,0) = f(x), F(x,l)=fMx), F(C,t)=f(0) -fMO),

and F(l,t) = f(l) = f»(l). Siiailarly, since go=cg*» there exists

a ccntinuoTis laapping Gs I x I^Y STich that G(x,0) = g(x),

G(x,l)rrg'(x), G(0,t)-g(0) -g»(0), and G(l,t) = g(l) = g* (1).

Kov define E: I x I Y by

H(x,t) -F(2x,t), (0^x^-1)

H(x,t) - G(2x-l,t), (i- &x ^1).

By Theorem 5» H is ccntinucus, aiid so

^' H(x,0)=f(2x), (O^x^i)

H(x,0)-g(2x-l), (i^Xil)

H(x,l) =f'(2x), (0^x<i) :P
K(x,l) ^g»(2x-l)t (i^x^l)

H(0,t) - F(0,t) = f <0) = f
» (0)
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KCljt) =G(l,t) -g(i)=:g»a).

Therefore ve conclude fgc^f*g'.

ThccrciL 7» If f wi<3 g sre clcsod paths snob thet f^g,

then f^^ g*"^,

Procfj 3ii3ce f^g, tbero is s ccntlnuo-as mapping P: I x I-^t

auch thst F(j:,0)-f(x), F(x,l)=gCx), !f(0,t) - f(C) = gCO), end ,

F(l,t) =f(l)=sa).

Define Gt I x I-*Y by G(x,t) -F(l-r,t). Then G is continuous

and C(x,0)=fa-x), G(x,l) = gd-x), G(0,t)- F(l,t) = f (1) - g(l),

and Ga,t)-F(0,t) =f(0)-g(0). Therefore r*^-^ g-^.

yhecrem £i If f is ar;y path rjid g is a null pr-th such that

fg erf.sts, then fg-f. Similarly, if h is c null ppth sueh that

hf ejd-sts, then hf'^^^f*

Proof J Since fe e:d.st3 and g is s null pe.th \&dQh exists,

g(x) = f(l) for O^x^l.

Define F$ I x I-^T hy

F(x,t)- f^_^), (C^x^-Hl+t))

F(x,t)=f(i)t (ia-ft)^x^i)

Then

F(x,0)=f(2x) for (Oix^i),

F(x,0) = fa) for (i^x ^1),

F(0,t)^f(0),

F(l,t)^f(l).

Also F is continuous. Therefore fg^f, Siidls.rly hf^f.

Tl^eorea 2* If f g and h are three uaths such thet fg and

gh exist, then (fg)h and fCgh) both exist, and (fg)h^f(gh).
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Proof: Let the mapping Ft I x I~^Y bo defined by

F(x,t)-
fl"

J«s) » '^e^Q i X ^ i(l-+t)

,

P(x,t) = E(i4-x-l-t), where i(l+t> sx^^(2+t),

F(x,t) = h/l-Ml-2l) where i(2+t)<, x^l.

The mapping is ccntinuous by Theorem 5» Then

F(x,0)- f(lfx) for O^x^i,

I F(x,0) = gCK3c-l) foriix^-S",

^ F(x,0) = h(2x-l) for it X ^1,

F(x,l) =^ f (2x) forO^x-^i,

. F(x,l) =g<^x.2) fcp i^XiSA,

F(x,l)^h(^x-3) for SA^x^l.

Hwce F(x,0) = k^j(x) where (fg)h-kjj, and '

"'

F(x,l) ^kj^Cx) where f(gh) = ki. Also

.

^
F(0,t)-^f(0)- k^CO),

P(l,t) = h(l) = kxa).

Therefore (fg)h^f(gh),

gJMipreia i£i: If f is any path, then ff"^ and f^f are

homctcpic tc null paths*

i-^ Proofs Define F: I x I-^Y by

F(x,t)-f ((2x)(l-.t)J, O^x^i

F(x,t)=: f(2a-x)Cl-t)), i£=Xi:l.

Then F is continuous, and . . *. \
'[ ''

\

F(x,0)=f(2x), Oix^i

F(x,0)^f(2-2x), i<X6l

F(x,l)^f(0), .^

5
1



F(0,t)-f(0) -Pdjt).

Therefore ff"^ is homctoplc tc the null peth whose image is

f(0). Similarly, r"^f is hcmotopic to the null path wlicse

image is f(l).

Theorem 11 1 Let f and g be two vb ths such that fg"^ -'

exists and is a closed path. Then fz"^ is hcmotc ic tc a

null path if and only if f^g.

Proof: Since fg"^ exists, f(l)=e(l) because fg"^ can b«

thought of as the path f followed by the path g"*^, where

g'^^U) is defined as g(l-x). Since fg*^ is closed, f(0)^g(0).

Suppose that fg**'- is homotcplc to a null path. Then by

Thecrem 6 and Theorem 8, <fg*^)g Is hor.otoplo to g, "^

Theorem 9, (fe''^)g is homctcpic to fCg'-^g), vhlcli, by Theorem 8

and Theorem 10, is homotcpic to f. Hence f^g by the law of

transitivity. Conversely, suppose ths.t f^ g. Then by Theorem 6,

fg-l/v gg*l, and by Theorem 10 gs**^ is homotopic to a null path.

Hence fg~^- is hoiiiotopic to a ijull path by the law of transitivity,

THE FDNDAHENTAL GHDUP .

'"

Let y be a topological space, and y^ be a fixed point of

y. Consider the collection of all continuous mappings f i l-^X

of the unit interval into Y such that f(0)-yo -f(l)» an*

denote this collection by C(y,yo). In other words, C(Y,yQ)

is the set of all closed paths which begin and end at y©. The

point y© is called the base point for the paths, and the paths

are referred to as "paths at y©".

This C(Y,yo) is a subspace of the functional space Y^,
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If f is a path in 0(7,y^), let [ f J denote the hcmotopy

class of whicii the path f in C(y,7^) is a ropreaentrtive.

That is, [f] denotes the ccllection of all g of 0(1,y^) such

that f ^s f't y^.

Multiplication of these classes cf continuous mappings is

defined by the rtala ( f ] - [g] ^[f * gj where f ^g is defined

by (f ^ g) (x) = f (23:) for ^ x ^i and (f * g) (x) - g(2x-.l) for

i^x^l. The collectlcn of all {f] make up a set called

Tri(Y>yo)» The collectlcn T[,Cirtyo) ^^H boccme the so-calloi

fundaiaental group of Y ricdulo y^ where a group operation Is

defined on [f] In TT, (X»yo)» -^s fundamental group Is also

called the Pcincare grot^p or equfvalcntly, the first homotcpy

group of Y EiodTilo y^j*
•

I^y Theoren 6, tliis definition [fj - [gj =[f ^ gj is independent

of the choice of roprosentatives of [t] and [gJ, for if f ^f*

and gcrSS then fgi^f»g». Hence [f»J ^
[|*J

- (f • ^ gJ -[f^gj^

Thus, the product [f] . [ g] 1-5 uniquely defined by [fJ and j^g^

. By neans of the Theorem 6 to 11 in the foregoing context,

one can show that the operoticn '\ " defines a group structure

in the set of hoDctcpy classes of continuous mappings at y©

where the dcmain of tlie mappings is the unit interval, -

It is quite straightfonfard to verify the four conditions

for a group C5» P.126U. r

(1), The product [fJ - [gJ is a horaotopy class of path* ,

fi* yo by Definition 13, Thus, the operation is closed,

(2). (IfJ [^g]) <>[h]=[f*gj 'lhj= [(f ^g)*hj
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By Theorem 9, (fg)ii f<gh). Therefore the operation is

asaocir.tive.

(3), Let [e] denote the hcinctopy clnss of the mill path

at y^. Then by Theoros 8, [f ] o (©J = (fJ ^ [e] o [f
J

\f [f] c^ -[^^ (Y,yo),

Thus [e] is the Identity element in T]"|(y»yo) for the operation

1/ »

(k). By Theorera 10, [f ] ^ [f-^J - [f * f^J =r fe] , and

•tf2>] [f] :^(fl^ f] =:[ej , Thus for every el&ment InTf, (YjVo)

there exists in TTiC^tyo^ ^^ inverse ^^th respect to the

operation \" , Rencei the set of sll homctopy cl8sse£5 of

paths beginning and ending at y^ ^dth nultipllcf.tlons defined

in this way is a group. This group is the so-called fundamental

group at y^, end ig denoted byTr,(Y,yo).

PaOPBxlTIES OF THE FiJiIDAMENTAL GHCUP

.. When one compares the groups IX (j-'»yi) and 'T[^(Y,y2) in the

case where y^ and y^ can be joined by a path in the topological

space Y, it is clear that a given path based on y, leads by.

a simple constructicn tc a v.8.th based on y2» The flgrures below

might help to clarify this.

pi<j,(Arj? §
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If f Is a (»lven path basod on y-j^ and g is a r^ath from

yi to y^, feeo Figure 5), then a p&th <^(t) based on yg is

obtained by going along g inversely (that is, from yg to y^^),

then going arctmd f , and finally back to y2 along g.

It wi.ll new be shoxm thot this correspondence between paths

based on y^ and these based on y^ lead tc an isonorphlsia

between the corresponding gro^ips of homotopy classes,

Definiticn 2S' An isonorpiiisn § between two groups G-,^, Gg

Is a one-one transfonaaticn ±t ^^-^^2 ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^2 v/hich

preserves the group operntion. That is, ^ig^gr*)^ ^(g^) ^ (Sn*)

for any p?ir g-j^ and g, ' fc G-^^,
'

It is net difficult to shew that the ftrndamental groups

at BXiy two points of an arcwise^connected space are isomorphic.

In short, one concludes that the fundajaental group is essentially

Independent of the bases point y© for such spaces,

Thcoroi!^ 12* If y is an arci/iso-connected topological

space, and if y^, y^ are any two points of Y, thenlf;(y,yQ) 1$

isoEorphic toTTj(^.yi)i -f-

Proof » Let f be a closed path at y^e Y. Since Y is

arcwi3e-eettnected, there e-dLsts a path h in Y such that

h(0) = y^ arid h(l) -y^^j that is, y^ is the beginning print and

y^ is the end point of h. Then g =(h~^f)h is a closed path

baginning and ending at y^* Let a trrjisfoniation J of the

homotcpy clssaos of paths at y^ into the hoinotopy classes of

paths at yj be defined by p[f] - [gj where g (h-lf)h \rhiU

^[fj is uniquely determined by [fj* ..
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Conversely, [g] Is imiquely determined by ^ f , for if

(h^^fl)h ^(h-lf^)h, by Theorem 9 and Theorem 10, then fi^f2'

If g is any given path at y^^, then g ia hcmotopic to

h'"-^((hc)h~^)h and so every honotopy class of paths at y^ Is

of the form $[f] for sccie [fj t T[;(Y,yo), Thus ^ is a

We-tc-one transfornstion of the elements of (^jy^) oi^^o ---Q

elements of TfiC^jy^^). If (f^l and Lf2] ^re tiTO elements of

TH a,yo> » then §tfil ^ [fgl = ( (h-^fi)h) ( (h-lf2)h) =^ ^ [f^f^j

.

By Theorem 9 and Theor^a 10^ <§ Is an iscmorpiiism,

ll
mfln^ticn IG ; An arcwise-connected space whose fiindanontal

group is abolian is called l-siraple.

Definition 17 t A space X is called a Hcpf space If there

exists a mapping § t X x X-^X and a point x^ of X such that

5(x^5,:Zq)^Xo, end s.^ch that bcth^(xo,y): X^X and ^(y,^^) '• X-^X

are lioaotopic to the identity napping, the homotcpy leaving

Xq fixed.

Theorem X^ t An arcwiso-connected Hopf space has an

abelian fundamental group pf, p.lo?}. ,:.-»'-

Definition 18 1 A triple (G, ° , ,^7 ) is a topological group

C6, p.1053 if and only if (G, O is a group, (0, J ) is a

topological spGce, and the fimction whose value at a member

(x,y) of G X G is X ^y*-^, is continuous relrtive tc the product

topology for G x G»

Corollary 1*^.1 ; Every arcvise-connected topclogical group

has an abelian fundaaental group*

Proof: If one could show every arcwi^e-ccnnected topological
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group G is a Hbpf space then the provious theorem ensures

that an arcwise-connecteU Hopf space lias an abelir-n grcup# ''
,

' *
^,

TTow, let e b« the identity G, and define
<f>

: G x G-*G by „...#

<t?(z,y) =x o y. Then obviously c|>(g,g) =e, cj>(c,x) -- o « X-X^

and c|> (x,e) = x o e -X, b'x'^G*

Tixen cf) is continuous since the group laultiplicr-tion is

ccntiiiucus^ and thus G is a Hopf space,

Cne raight examne tiie relationship betveen the fundannntal

groups of different spaces hy consideriiig the effect of a

continuous trengforaaticn of a given space into another spacer?

A very iatportant concept that one should always keep in aiind

is that the ftindanental group of tlie iiiage of the transformation

need not be isoinorphic to the fundajaental group of tlie original

space; however, there is a relatlcnahlp betveen the structur«

of the groups. There exists a hoaomcn3liism between a group

% and a group G2. A hoiiomorphisni between G«j^ and Gg is a many

to one transfonaatlon ^ : Gj^-^Gg sudi that $(S-|^»S]l*) =

^(g.) ^(g^M for every pair of elements gj^, g^^' of Q^^*

If A is e closed subset of a spoce X, then cne aay speak

of the pair of spaces (X,A), By a mapping f: (X,A)-^(Y,B) J

of the pair (X,A) into the pair (X,B), is laeant a snapping ' -

fj X-^Y such that f(A)ciB»

Thecren ]^t A laapping "f : (X,Xo)—^(^i^c^ Induces a

ijOHJOinorphisia f*" ' Tfj(X,Xo) —>'fr,(3r,.y^).

Proof: Let p, q bo closed p'.ths at the point Xq^ X,

Define ia,nj I~>Y by a = f o p and n = f oq respectively. Thus



m(x) ~t o p(x) and n(x)= f o q(x). Then m, n cr© closed paths

in J with bp.s© point y^^Six^).

If p^q, then there e:s:ists a ccntirucus napping F: I x I^X

ittch that

?(x,l) =q(x),

F(0,t).p(0) = q(0)-Xo,

Fa,t)^p(l) =qa>=aCo* *
^ ^

Define G: I x I^Y by G(x,t) = rCF(x,t)0» Then G Is

continuous because the ccsiposite napping theoron states that

If f is 8. napping of X into Y, and s is £ mapping of I into

Z, then the transfcraatlcn h - g « f is a mapping of X into Z,

I^reover, .-
. . .- ' •"

^^^m' G(x,0) = f o p(x) - ia(x), .•

. G(x,l) - f »q(z) = n(x), :
:

^

G(o,t):-f(xo) = yo»

G(i,t)» f(xc) = yo» .

Therefore, ncifn.

If one defines f "" [PJ = [f ' Pj» then f "" is a trangfcwrsation

of hcmctopy classes of paths in 0(X,Xq) into hosiotcpy classes

of paths in C(Y,yjj) such that f ""[pj ia imiquely deterrdned by

[p]» Thus, this trcjisformaticn is said to be induced by f. .

Hence, vlth each member of iTiCXjXo), the induced transformation

f"^ associates a unique r.cmber of Tr;(X,yQ),

t.6t p, q be two paths in :^ at x©, and let 21 -f » p and

n =f q be the ccrrespcndir,g paihs in Y» Then p ^ q is the



path f : I X defined by

' )f(x)-p(?-z) for ^x^-^,

If
(x) - s(2x-l) fcr i i 2 ^ 1.

Tlicrefcre f « ^ is the path ss I-^Y defined "by

s(2:) = f(p(2x)) fcT 0^x<^-hi

s<x) =f(q(2x-l)) fcri^x^li '

and is in fact the path m » n. Therefore f*(p] f*l<l]=M{nj

[n~\=f ^[pq]« Kence f* is a lionomorphism of Tf, 0',x^,) into p-

Que might ask under '^hat conditicn or conditions tii©

HwaliMt'iyphifflitt of the last thoorem would becczae an isc:riorphiaa»

The answer is quite siiaplo. If f is a honeomorpliismi then

f * is en isomorphism,

xueore;^! l^ t If f and g are horcotcpic mappings of (X,x^j)

into (XfyQ)i than the induced homomorphlsias coincide. If

f: Oiiy-o)-^i^tyo) and g: (Yjy^j) ->(2,2^j), tlien (gf^^ g"f %

Proof: Tc provQ the induced hc!acmcrp:ii3nis ccincide, it

suffices to shew the induced hciaonorpiiisn deponcis only upon

the hcffiotopy class of the napping. If f and g are h0i~otcpio

with the fixed point 3^, then tlie composite saappings f(p(t))

And g(p(t)) are also hoifiotopic for any p(t)^C(X,rQ) vrith the

point y^ fixed* i

Therefore f*p and c^p are homotopic, end yield f^'-g^

To prove the secc-nd part cf the thecres, let p tC(X,XQ), Then

Uf'pJ U) -(gf)(p(x)) = g(f(p(x)J

[gf'p] (x)=g^C^(p(x))J^g*(f^p(x))J



(gf*p3 (X) -[(g^r)pj(x)

Then it follows limediately that (gf)^= g*f*#

P>eside3, tho Impcrtaiit properties of the in<!uced hcraeaiorphlSJB

In tiie above theorem, tlie following corollary is worthy of

mention. The definition of heinotopicaliy equivalent spaces

states that two spaces X and Y are of the same hcmotopy type

if there e^dst mappings ft X-^Y and gx Y—>X such that thf

composite aappings fg: Y-^Y and gfJ X-^X are hoaotcpio

respectively to the identity mappings i(y)s Y^Y and i(x)t X^X,

Corollary 15.1 8 If <X,x^j) and (Y,y^) are homotopically

equivalent, thenH7(X,x^) is isomorphic to TI^(Y,y^)«

Proof: Since (X,Xo) and (I,yo) are hcmotopically equivalent,

there exist mappings ft X-^Y and g: Y-^X such that fg and gf

are hoactopic to the identity inappings i(y): Y-^Y and i(x)t X-^X,

respectively by definition*

Thus, both (fg)^=.f''g''and <gff= g*f^ are onto isonopphisna

by the above theorem. Then f * is onto because f^g"*^ is onto,

and since g^'f'^ is an isomorphisn, it follows that f ""^ is an

isomorphism. Therefore f
"^

is an iaonorphie mapping of 7TT(X,Xq)

onto Tr,(Y,yQ).

The &"ix>vo corollary leads also to the development of the

following corollary.

Corollary XImZ* ^^ ^ ^^ homeomorphic to Y under f , then

T[^ (X,Xo) iiJ isonorpliic with Tf^CYjy^) where y^ is the ima^^e of

Xq under the honeomorphinn f.

Proof! Take f i X-^Y to be a homeoraorphisn* Then f^^ is
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the g in the definition of homotopicelly equivalent, 9h«n

Corollary li^.l states that iy;^CX,3c^) is Isojaorphio to TTjC-iyo)

whorf- yc -f (Sq) itacler homeonorprdsEt^

Before Htentlonlng further results of scne important

properties of the fundai-iental sroup, scr.ie cxaraplos will be giv«i»

jEaatiaiale i: The fundassontal group of the sphere consists

of a siiigle element, the identity, TDecai;.3e all closed paths

are hcr.:otcpic tc a null peth,

Iii general, a space wiioae fundementrl grcup ccnsists of

ft single element, the identity alone, is called aimply conneated*...

Thet is, in a simply connected space, eviery closed ciu^ve is

hcmctcpic to a point,

^aKiT^le II ; The fundsEiental group of the circCLe is an a-.

infinite cyclic group* Suppose p is any point on the olrele.

Then a closed path starting and termincting at p is hoactopic

tc either a niill p-'^.th or tc a path given hy one or more complete

descriptions of the circle. Let o( he a path describing the

circle "a" times, and 1st /3 be another path which describes

it "t" ti.:e3 in the a«aae direction. Let o>bi Then o{ is not

homotcpic to /S for oi/^"' is a path describing the circle

•a-b" tines, and such a ]>ath is not honotopic to a noil patii.

If c{^/2. , this implios that c^^-^ ^fi/^-' = o. , Thus tiae

hojaotcpy classes of paths of a circle are in one-one correspondence

with the additive group cf Intogors C7» P.B51* It is iiot

difficult to see that this correspondence is an Isoaorphlsm,

Therefore the fundamental group of the circle is an infi:iite
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cyclic group, that is, a group "Whose elenents can all be

expressed as pcu^-rn of a single eleiaont,

jgjflf^fTo III : The fianctions cf tlie tcrus are infinitely

many horsotopy olassf.s cf paths starting and terrdnr.ting at

a point p of the torus shown in Fi^re 8,

for if two paths cf the type in Flcur© 8 have a different

number of circuits around the tcrus, tJien they are not homotopi 5.

The fundanGntal group is en abo.lian group vlth two generators

in tiiis case; that is the group consists of elenents of the

form g^^ g^" where g-j^, g2 are two flared elenents such that

^1^2 ~^2^X^ ^ ^*^ ^ being positive integers. The elements g-,

and gg correspond to the paths Cj^ and C2 in Figure 9 below

(The meridian and parallel through p) In which the torus is

represented by a rectangle id.th opposite sides identified.
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fhe fact that gig^^SgSi correspond3 to th© fact thnt

C^Cg Is homotopic to ^203^. The paths C« and C«» in Figure 9

are typical members of a far;dly of paths by means of which

"^1^2 ^^^ ^ deformed continuously into C2C<j^.

In the above easuaple, the fundamental groups are abeliann

However, this property is not true in general. For instance,

r^rg and rgrj^ are not hociotopic in If^ (X,Xjj) in Figure 10 below,

P(awr< 10
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whore r-LrpCrr, T2^2.-'^^ ''^^'*' ^ *^^ ^* ^^^ ^°* ^ck«dtopic in

"IJjCXjSq). ThercfcrQ r^^rg ^'^d r2i^ ^^® -""'^^ hcnotoplc inlJjCXjXo);

hence the fundamental group is a"belicui,

n\QCTem ]^t Let (X^x^) and (Y,y^j) be pairs. Then the

fundamental group llj {X x Y, x^^ x ^q) is isonKrphic to the

direct product Tf^CXj^^) (^Tf;(Y,y^),

Proof J To show the isoiaorpiiisra, it suffices tc shov that

there existji a laapping T such that

(1) The napping T between Tfj (X x Y, x^ x y^) and

TT^(X,x^) (^"nT<y>yc) is veil defined,

(2) TiiG Clapping T is one-to-one,

(3) The mapping T is ontoj and ti^iat

(h) The mapping T is a hononerphisnt
^-^

Let P^. and P denote the prelections of X x Y onto X isffld

Y respectively. If f is cny mapping in C(X x Y, x^ x y^),

the mapping P^X and P^f are respectively in C(X,Xjj) Quid

C(Y,yo)« ^ot a transforce tion T of 717(X x Y, x^ x y^) be

defined into the direct product Pj^CXjX^) ® -P^iCYiy^) by

first it will be shown that T Is well defined. Suppose

t^'^fl at x^ X y^. Then there is a hciaotopy G; I x I -^X x Y

such that G(x,0)==fc(x), G(x,l) ~fi(x), and G(0,t) ==Xq x y^^

G(l,t) for O^t ^1.

Consider the mappings P^f^ and P^-j. ^^^ *^® iaa|»ping

P^Oi I X I-?X. It is clear that Pj^GCx.O)- P^^^^Cx), ?^(xtl) =

Vl^^^i ^^ P/(0,t)-P^G<l,t)-P3j(x^j X y^)^xc for O^t <^U
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Thus P^G is a hcnctopy nodule x^ between P^f^, and P f, , and

henCQ tho clcss [P^J is mil defined. A slcilcr argtoaent

aaj^ be given tc show P^X^ is well defined.

Secondly, it will be 3hc\m that T is ontc. Let (g,h)

be any pcir in C{7.,7:^) x C(Y,y^), and let f c-cCC x Y, x^ x y^)

be definod by

f(x) =^(g(2r),yo), O^x^i
f(x) =(Xo, h(22:-l)), -Hx^l.

!Phen f has the property P^ c^ g and Pyf :^ h, Tliat f

is ccntinucus and well defined follows froia the fsct that

f(i) -bi^j.yjj) is uniquely defined,

Thirdly it vd.ll be shewn that T is oiie-.tc-one. If

Vo ^ Vl ^^ ^^o ^ Vl |>y the homotopies h^LCxjt) and

hgbijt), let a new iicaotcpy G be del'ined as

Gj I X I-^X X Y by

G(x,t)=.(h-L(x,t), ligCirjt)).

Then G is continucus* Also one may see that

G(x,0)-(P3^j^(x). PyfoU))-foU),

G (x,l) - (P^ (:r) , f,,f^ (x) ) ^ f^^ (X)

,

GfD,t)==(h;3L<0»^^^ i^2(C,t)) -U^,y^),

G(l,t) =Chi(l,t), 112(1, t)) ^(x^,y^).

Finally it will be shown that T is a homcmvwdsmk It

[f
] and[gjb€long to P^^CX x Y, x;^^ x y^), then

nin.iu]) T(lfJ'^[gj)-(fp^(f.g)j,[Py(f,g)])

.
nif]^U]) T([f] ^[gJ)M[P^f.P^gj,rp,,Pgn

This completes the proof.
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The theory cf hcractopy deals with the relations between paths

defined in a topological space. Precise definitions of homotopy

and allied concepts as well as theorems coricerning these

properties are presented.

The idea of homotopic paths lev^ds to that cf the so-called

fundamental group, first introduced by the French mathematician,

Poincar6. As this group is associated with homotopy theory,

certain difiniticns and properties of this group which are

used in this theory are presented.

The essential facts from group theory as well as set theory

arc referred to in the bibliography^ .


